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This can be adapted to add in a civilian posiotion along with the five service covers. 

POW/MIA flag bearer (and commander) enters with flag at Port Arms and walks to center of room, 

stops in center, (commander uncases flag, flag is unforled) presents flag to audience, assumes Port 

Arms, and posts flag in stand, departs. 

Start reading as soon as the flag bearer enters. 

As we gather tonight, let us be ever mindful of those American service men and 

women who are no longer able to share in these events. Let us be especially 

mindful of the continuing pain, sorrow and sacrifices of our comrades who wear 

the mournful title, MIA, whose story is still unfinished. 

Five (six) Hat Bearers enter- begin reading. Honor Guard Hat Bearers place hats, two remain and 

three depart to retrieve table items. 

Let us remember their families’ agonies, endured by some for more than 20 

years. We cannot evade our continuing responsibility, nor shall we, to bear 

witness to their ongoing absence. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to direct your attention to this small table 

here in the place of honor. It is set to represent the five services, the Army, 

Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard (and Department of Defense 

civilians). I will explain. The military is filled with symbolism. This table is our 

way of symbolizing that members of our profession of arms are missing from 

our midst. They are commonly called POWs and MIAs we call them comrades. 

They are unable to be with us, and so we remember them this evening. 

The table is round – to show our everlasting concern. 

2-count pause 

The cloth is white – symbolizing the purity of their motives when answering the 

call to serve. 
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2-count pause. Honor Guard member #1 enters with rose in vase and remains at a place setting. 

The single red rose reminds us of the lives of these Americans….and their loved 

ones and friends who keep the faith, while seeking answers. 

2-count pause.  

The yellow ribbon symbolizes our continued uncertainty, hope for their return 

and determination to account for them. 

2-count pause. 

A slice of lemon reminds us of their bitter fate, captured or missing in a foreign 

land. 

2 count pause. 

A pinch of salt symbolizes the tears of our missing and their families. 

2-count pause. Honor Guard member #2 enters with candle, places and lights it and remains at a 

place setting. 

The lighted candle reflects our hope for their return. 

2-count pause. Honor Guard member #3 enters with Bible and remains at a place setting. 

The Bible represents the strength gained through faith to sustain us and those 

lost from our country, founded as one nation under God. 

2-count pause. All five Honor Guard members raise empty water glasses, invert them and replace 

them at each place setting. 

The glass is inverted – to symbolize their inability to share a toast. 

2-count pause 

The chairs are empty – they are missing. 

2-count pause 
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This table is set aside as a reminder of those who have fought in defense of our 

country. 

Taps is played now. Honor Guard presents arms and flag bearer executes present on first note.  

Honor Guard orders arms (flag bearer assumes port) on last note and departs (flag bearer leads).  

Continue reading as they depart. 

Ladies and gentlemen, please charge your glasses with water and stand so that 

we may toast our comrades and all who have made the ultimate sacrifice for 

freedom. The appropriate response to this toast will be, “To our fallen 

comrades.” 

Wait for Head Table to raise glasses 

To our fallen comrades whose fate is known only to God, we do remember. 

Audience replies, “To our fallen comrades.” 

Please be seated. 


